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Abstract. Sequence Labeling software is a valuable resource for journalism and com-
munication studies. In this paper, we present the rationale and implementation of a
system designed to detect words associated with scientific uncertainty, with implications
for identifying fake news (disinformation and misinformation) practices, as well as inac-
curacies in journalistic materials across multiple languages.
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1. Introduction

Misinformation and disinformation, commonly referred to as fake news, are some of the most pressing
issues currently faced by society. Information that’s inadvertently or deliberately false can spread even
more rapidly than truth [25], thus influencing how individuals make decisions on various topics, including
politics, migration, and health [1].

In recent years, including during the COVID-19 pandemic, one of the areas strategically exploited
to promote false or misleading messages has been scientific uncertainty [16]. Uncertainty is an essential
component of the scientific process as it enables researchers to constantly question and reevaluate their
work [2]. Consequently, any scientific research has to accommodate a threshold for uncertainty [9].
Sources of scientific uncertainty arise from multiple factors, including the complexity of systems and the
incomplete grasp of the variables or relationships involved [5], the imperfect datasets and measurements,
and the limitations of the methodological approaches [4]. Other sources of uncertainty concern the
difficulty of reproducing certain results or the subjective manner in which they are interpreted [26]. In
public discourse, scientific uncertainty has been weaponized by arguing that an incomplete understanding
of a scientific issue justifies postponing or rejecting a decision, a tactic that has been observed in debates
over public health topics, such as tobacco research and COVID-19, as well as in discussions on climate
change policy [21].

While the importance of scientific uncertainty is unquestionable in science, it is often neglected by
science communicators and journalists [8]. This can happen because they might not understand its
relevance [15] or might lack editorial procedures to tackle it [24]. Often, journalists who don’t possess
a background in science, technology, engineering or medicine (STEM), or have been covering science for
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only a short period of time can describe preliminary findings as more certain or less complex than they
are, often with the goal of simplifying the topic for the audience [12] [22].

By processing large textual datasets, Sequence Labeling software can deepen the understanding of
how media representatives communicate scientific uncertainty. This enables a more efficient method of
detection, leading to a greater quantity of data that can be analyzed for scientific uncertainty without
the introduction of human errors, which makes it suitable for future scientific studies.

2. Database

2.1. Creation of Dictionaries.
Scientific uncertainty was assessed quantitatively using a collection of dictionaries and partial dictio-

naries already employed in science communication research. These dictionaries featured various linguistic
markers of scientific uncertainty ([27], [3], [11] from hedging (“potentially,” “probably,” “perhaps”) to
modal verbs (“could,” “should,” “would”) to scientific language typically employed by scientists, science
communicators and journalists (”hypothesize,” ”uncertain*,” ”inconsistent*”).

This analysis included the strongest two categories listed in the [27] dictionary, Admission of Lack
of Knowledge and Strong Speculations, and the [3] and [11] dictionaries, which were employed in full.
The sets of words from these sources were not taken independently but combined to form the main
dictionary utilized in this research, DT. If a specific word appeared in more than one dictionary, it was
only considered once.

Although different words may have various degrees of uncertainty attached, this analysis considered
them to be of equal weight for the purpose of simplification.

The complete list of words used is included in the Appendix.

2.2. Cleaning Corpus.
The focus of the article is on words that suggest uncertainty, therefore we ensured that the main

dictionary, DT, contains only words and word substrings.
To filter it, we utilized a simple list comprehension with an empty split function that separates words

based on white spaces and checks if the array length is equal to 1, indicating that there is only one word.

DT = [w for w in DT i f len (w. s p l i t ())==1]

3. Sequence Labeling Software

After creating the main dictionary, we used a Sequence Labeling technique to filter the words.

3.1. User Input.
For the input, we employed two different approaches depending on the content to be analyzed.
The first approach involved entering the link of the article and extracting its text using Newspaper3k

[20], a Python3 library utilized for article scraping and curation, which automatically detects news URLs
and parses the text.

For publications or languages not supported by the package, a second type of input was available:
pasting the full text needing analysis into the input text cell.

3.2. Language Processing.
To achieve the best word processing and ensure correct labels, we used dynamically installed packages

based on the language of the text.

3.2.1. Language Detection.
To detect the language, we used langdetect, a library that is a direct port of Google’s language-detection

library from Java to Python. [13]
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3.2.2. Dictionaries Translation & Processing.
After determining the language of the text, there were two possible cases:

1) If the text was in English, it implied that the dictionary was already curated and cleaned. The
spaCy [23] model we used was en core web sm.

2) If the text was not in English, we translated the words from the dictionary into that language, as
this is generally more accurate than translating the entire text.

For this reason, we had to install the packages dynamically.
For SpaCy we used the core news sm packages according to the detected language, and we downloaded

them using the CLI.

i f lang != ”en” :

model name = lang + ” core news sm ”

else :

model name = ” en core web sm ”

try :

i f not spacy . u t i l . i s package ( model name ) :

spacy . c l i . download ( model name )

except :

print ( ’The  language  i s  not  supported  by  Spacy  yet ,  we  are  s o r ry ! ’ )

sys . e x i t (1 )

nlp = spacy . load ( model name )

After confirming that the language was supported by SpaCy, the next step was to translate the words
from the dictionary.

For this, we utilized the opus-mt models developed by the Language Technology Research Group at
the University of Helsinki [14], employing the Hugging Face [10] transformers library.

Additionally, we reused the word filter from section 2.2 to ensure that the translations did not return
phrases instead of words.

i f lang != ”en” :

try :

t r mode l = ” He l s ink i −NLP/opus−mt−en−” + lang

print ( ” Trans la t i on  model : ” , t r mode l )

t o k e n i z e r = MarianTokenizer . f r om pre t ra ined ( tr mode l )

t r an s l a t i o n m o de l = MarianMTModel . f r om pre t ra ined ( tr mode l )

for w in word array :

t word = t r a n s l a t e t e x t (w)

i f len ( t word . s p l i t ( ”  ”))==1:

new word array . append ( t word . lower ( ) )

except :

print ( ’The  language  i s  not  supported  by  the  t r a n s l a t i o n  models  yet ’ )

sys . e x i t (1 )
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3.3. Labels Generation.
The tags used by the new Sequence Labeling software were comprised of two main parts:

• The first part of the token was either ”INC-” which meant that the word was one of the words
from the dictionaries or it contained a substring that included uncertainty, or ”N-INC-” if it did
not meet any of the proposed criteria.

• The second part was taken from the text language spaCy [23] model, using basic Part of Speech
(PoS) Tagging to provide further insights into the relationships between PoS and uncertainty in
journalism.

The code employed in this case is straightforward:

def cus tom labe l s ( nlp , sentence , word array ) :

nlp = spacy . load ( model name )

doc = nlp ( sentence )

n e r t a g s = [ ]

for token in doc :

found = False

for w in word array :

i f token . t ex t . count (w)>0:

n e r t a g s . append ( f ”INC−{token . pos }” )

found = True

break

i f found == False :

n e r t a g s . append ( f ”N−INC−{token . pos }” )

return n e r t a g s

3.4. Direct Output.
The direct output of the algorithm is a text in which words carrying the ”INC-” tag at the beginning

are highlighted using a color that can be selected by the user.

3.5. Statistics Output.
In addition to the direct output previously described, the software also provides an in-depth analysis

and returns the stats on:

• Number of uncertainty words in the text
• Number of total words in the text
• Number of sentences in the text
• Incertitude percentage per text (Number of Incertitude words in the text / Number of total

words in the text)
• Incertitude percentage per sentence (Number of Incertitude words in the text / Number of

sentences in the text)

In order to calculate these stats, we used nltk [19].
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3.6. Data Visualization.
Some statistics, such as the trend of PoS tags and the distribution of PoS tags, could also be visualized

using matplotlib [17].
For example, for the article ”First UK patients receive experimental messenger RNA cancer therapy,”

[18] published in The Guardian [6] on February 4, 2024, the visual output is as follows:

Figure 1. Distribution of PoS Tags
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Figure 2. Proportion of PoS Tags

Figure 3. Trends of PoS Tags
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4. Research Results

We consider science and health news among the most important domains where uncertainty can have
significant societal implications, given the spread of conspiracies in recent years.

For the analysis, we used The Guardian API [7] to retrieve all journalistic materials published between
January and April 2024 in the ”Science” section of the outlet that included at least one incidence of the
search term ”clinical trials”.

Table 1: Analysis of Articles with Uncertainty Metrics

Title Author Publication
Date

Incertitude
Percent per
Text

Incertitude
Percent per
Sentence

Scientists hail new antibi-
otic that can kill drug-
resistant bacteria

Linda Geddes Science cor-
respondent

03/01/2024 0.012288786 0.421052632

New app can reduce debil-
itating impact of tinnitus,
say scientists

Nicola Davis Science cor-
respondent

09/01/2024 0.008361204 0.217391304

‘It only takes one to be
real and it changes hu-
manity for ever’: what if
we’ve been lied to about
UFOs?

Stuart Clark 14/01/2024 0.01943734 0.550724638

Why longer lives for our
dogs could mean longer
lives for us

Charlotte Lytton 27/01/2024 0.017807457 0.581818182

‘A lot of it is sloppiness’:
the biologist who finds
flaws in scientific papers

Ian Sample Science editor 29/01/2024 0.018979834 0.421052632

Gene therapy hailed as
‘medical magic wand’ for
hereditary swelling disor-
der

Ian Sample Science editor 31/01/2024 0.01312336 0.25

‘The situation has become
appalling’: fake scientific
papers push research cred-
ibility to crisis point

Robin McKie 03/02/2024 0.007827789 0.205128205

First UK patients re-
ceive experimental mes-
senger RNA cancer ther-
apy

Robin McKie Science Ed-
itor

04/02/2024 0.009367681 0.235294118

Popcorn brain: could the
snack be the key to under-
standing why it’s so hard
to concentrate?

Unknown 13/02/2024 0.006 0.081081081
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Title Author Publication
Date

Incertitude
Percent per
Text

Incertitude
Percent per
Sentence

Drug offers ‘wonderful’
breakthrough in treat-
ment of asbestos-linked
cancer

Andrew Gregory Health
editor

15/02/2024 0.00281294 0.068965517

‘As with a poem, each pa-
tient is unique’: the can-
cer surgeon using poetry
to help train doctors

Oliver Balch 17/02/2024 0.005395683 0.12244898

Japan to launch world’s
first wooden satellite to
combat space pollution

Robin McKie Science Ed-
itor

17/02/2024 0.017879949 0.538461538

Cancer charity warns
of pharmaceutical firms
holding up brain tumour
research

Jon Ungoed-Thomas 18/02/2024 0.010169492 0.315789474

Cancer experts call on
philanthropists to help
fund ‘golden age’ of
research

Ian Sample Science editor 22/02/2024 0.022590361 0.625

Researchers study brain
activity of surgeons for
signs of cognitive overload

Hannah Devlin Science
correspondent

02/03/2024 0.018867925 0.5

‘Greater and greater risk’
in reality TV tests media
psychologists’ skills

Linda Geddes Science cor-
respondent

07/03/2024 0.01621074 0.5

Wim Hof breathing and
cold-exposure method
may have benefits, study
finds

Linda Geddes Science cor-
respondent

13/03/2024 0.024960998 0.8

Medics design AI tool
to predict side-effects in
breast cancer patients

Andrew Gregory Health
editor

20/03/2024 0.03230148 1.090909091

Feeling angry? Here’s how
to deal with it — Letters

Unknown 11/04/2024 0 0

Secret to eternal youth?
John Cleese extols virtues
of stem cell treatment

Hannah Devlin Science
correspondent

26/04/2024 0.017114914 0.482758621

5. Conclusions

While the degree of scientific uncertainty varies across articles, it generally remains low. This result
aligns with current research, which suggests that mainstream media outlets tend to include few scientific
uncertainty markers in the journalistic materials they publish [8].

Articles about new technologies include a higher level of uncertainty compared to articles built around
scientific studies. Our results also suggest that the level of uncertainty in articles can be, to some degree,
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influenced by the author writing them. This might potentially be affected by the journalists’ education
and experience in covering scientific topics.

This study also shows that Sequence Labeling software, as well as its applications like Named Entity
Recognition, Part-Of-Speech Tagging or Chunking, can be a powerful tool in science communication
research, because it can be used to develop models that can be employed in the study of large collections
of data.

The limitations of this study mainly stem from the small sample of articles included, the media
outlet chosen, and the dictionaries used. Additionally, we considered uncertainty words included in the
uncertainty dictionary to carry a similar weight. Furthermore, this research only addressed a niche of
science journalism, which means that results might differ in other areas, such as climate change or nuclear
energy.

6. Future Developments

The software could be further developed to include phrases that can be analyzed. Additionally, the
dictionaries used could be improved by adding synonyms and other words/structures. Moreover, new
dictionaries for other languages supported spaCy [23] could be developed. Furthermore, a database of
English phrases that can be used for binary classification problems in future machine learning research
could be created.

7. Appendix

This research considers the following four lists of words and phrases:

7.1. Zerva, Admission of Lack of Knowledge [27]: unclear, unknown, to the best of our knowledge,
yet unclear.

7.2. Zerva, Strong Speculation [27]: hypothesize, propose, possible, seem likely, potent, could, may,
speculate, unspecified, perhaps, might, think, possibly, appear, potentially, potential, would probably,
possibility.

7.3. Dral [3]: according (to), approximately, around, fairly, maybe, perhaps, possible, possibly, probable,
probably, somewhat, (I) think, usually.

7.4. Kreye [11]: uncertain*, risk*, confiden*, not confident, unconfident*, possible, chaos, speculat*,
hesita*, diffident, equivoca*, unclear*, ambivalen*, complex, complicated, unknown, not known, don’t
know, ignor*, unrelia*, untrustworthy*, trustless, *istrustful, undepend*, debatabl*, doubt*, irregular*,
incalculable, change*, (un)expect*, unstable, unreliable,(un)anticipate*, (un)forsee*, (un)predict*, incon-
sistent*, inconstant*, chanc*, percent, %, (im)probabl*, probability, Sensitivity analysis, Monte Carlo,
fifty-fifty, variation, vary*, volatile, approximately, (un)likely, inexact, fluctuat*, imprecis*, ambigu*,
vague*, unsure*, *ndetermin*, not determined, unresolved, irresolut*, not resolved, pending, *ndeci*,
tentative, unconfirm*.
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